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I wish it was because I could run really fast,
but it’s not… and I don’t.

My name is ����but most people call me
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Yesterday at school, I was sitting in
class working on my

We do them every morning,

and I was doing great on mine!

But then I felt a bubble,
a bubble full of air.

It jiggled around inside me,
but I pretended I didn’t care.
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I wiggled around in my seat,
and readjusted my shirt.
But before I could stop the bubble,
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“Gas leak!” said Garth. “Gross!”said Mary.
And everyone started to laugh.

“SHHHH!”my teacher said.
“I need you to finish your math!

“Gus… I need you to say, !”

...
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Then after lunch, I was taking my spelling test. We were all supposed to be quiet
so everyone could think.

But I felt another bubble,
a bubble full of air.
It jiggled around inside me.
Was it the chili, the chips… or the pears?
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I wiggled around in my seat,
and readjusted my shirt.
But before I could stop it, the bubble came out,
and I let out another
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“Gas leak!”“Gas leak!” said Don. “Gross!”“Gross!”said Linda.
“SHHHH!”“SHHHH!”my teacher said.

“Keep working on your spelling tests.

I need everyone to do their best!

“Gus, please say, !”
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Then at the end of the
day, during our personal
silent reading time, it
happened again… only

this time, it was worse!
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